‘The Model Expo’ Comes to Miami – This
Could Be Your Chance to be Discovered!
MIAMI, FL (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Could you be a top model? Your chance to
find out is in Miami this weekend. Twenty five of the country’s premier
modeling agencies including Elite Models, New York Models, Mega Models, Next
Models and others will be at The Model Expo on Saturday, March 25th at the
Deauville Beach Resort on Collins Avenue.

The Model
Expo is a fun-filled all-day conference where participants will learn tips
about the industry, have face-to-face interviews with agents, present their
photos, demonstrate their personality and walk the runway for all twenty five
casting agents who have only one purpose: to discover new talent! In
combination with agent interviews, participants will compete to win Central
Talent’s South Florida Top Model award. The winner will appear as a guest
host for CTV24 out of Miami and will win a professional photo shoot from
Central Talent.
“The Model Expo is one of the most respected model search events in the
country,” said founder Dwight Agnor. “Responsible for launching the careers
of hundreds of models, the Model Expo is renowned for providing men and women
with a legitimate evaluation of their potential. The expo is the place for
anyone with talent to make their modeling dreams a reality.”
“We only work with legitimate modeling agents who are here seeking to
increase their talent base,” said Agnor, who has written several highly

acclaimed books on how to succeed in the modeling industry. “We are NOT
selling anything at the expo, and we do not require expensive portfolios;
simple snap shots that show off your facial features and figure are just
fine.”
You can find a variety of tips on the website, www.theModelExpo.com,
regarding photo poses, along with hairstyle and wardrobe suggestions. The
website is also where participants, age 13 and over, can register for the
event. Space is limited, so reservations must be made now. The all-day expo
has a registration fee of $395, which also includes event sponsor perks and a
free Central Talent trial membership.
Central Talent is a vast informational website for aspiring models and actors
that allows new talent to post their own profile page, including photos of
themselves, which can be seen by hundreds of leading industry professionals.
Dwight Agnor is the creator of the model scouting concept known as The Model
Expo and the founder of Central Talent.
For more information visit: or call 305-695-9760.
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